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Dear readers,
This Booklet aims to reflect the outcomes of the TOGI project, with special
emphasis on the TOGI Youth Exchange activities. During ten days, an
atmosphere of respect and friendship blossomed among its participants,
making this experience a very precious one for everybody involved in it.
On this booklet, its shown how, hoping it becomes an inspiration for
many others.
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ABOUT THE TOGI PROJECT

WHAT IS TOGI?

The TO Go International! project is an KA1 Erasmus+ project introducing the topic
of the international cooperation, EU citizenship and project management with the
aim to raise the awareness among the young people about their personal capacities
and the international cooperation in general. The project is fully financed by the
Erasmus+ progranmme of the European Commission.
The main objectives of the project are to:
Provide the young persons through various methods of non-formal education
theoretical and practical information about the possibilities of European
integration
Provide the young persons the skills in connection with project management
Introduce and deepen the youth knowledge about EU citizenship
Improve and get better awareness among the youth about their personal
capacities, their character and skills
Improve the language skills of youth
Therefore raise the youth career opportunities on the job market
There were altogether two activities carried out during the project, the Advance
Planning Visit and the Youth exchange. During the Advanced Planning Visit, which
took place in Prague on 15th -17th June 2015, group leaders and project coordinators
met in order to develop the TOGI youth exchange. Thanks to this meeting, agreements
were made according to project arrangements and eligibility of participants, and a first
contact among partners was established.
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THE TOGI YOUTH EXCHANGE

The TOGI Youth exchange (YE) took place in Prague, Czech Republic, from the 2nd till
the 10th of September 2015.
Twenty two participants from different countries joined the event. Per each four
participants, there was a group leader in charge. We had Boris Kolev from Bulgarian
Fatherhood Fondation, Simina Tureac from Young European Society (Romania), Ivana
Matousova from IRR and SOŠ DCR Krnov (Czech Republic) and Federico Durosini from
Communita Nuova Onlus (Italy). The main coordinators of the project, representing the
applicant organization Institute for Regional Development (Institute pro regionalní
rozvoj, o. p. s.) were Magdalena Hubená (Czech Republic), Natalia Piaszczyk (Poland)
and Nora Lázaro (Spain). Participants came from Italy, Rumania, Bulgaria and Czech
Republic.
The project itself has been developed by young leaders and students, made by young
for young!
During the 10 days of the exchange, everybody learned many new things about their
selves and the world around them.
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LIFE DURING THE YOUTHEXCHANGE

The programme of the YE was quite rich, involving the three main topics:
1. International Cooperation
2. European Dimension
3. Project Management
The activities were facilitated by organizers, leaders and external experts invited to the
project. Different venues were used, such the meeting room of the hostel we were
hosted, their garden facilities, public parks, the centre of Prague and the Castle of
Prague.
Activities were combined with free time and less demanding exercises, such energizers
and teambuilding games.
The schedule of the Youth Exchange, day by day, was the following. All activities were
done.
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CONSENSUS AS KEY OF SUCCES

The first morning was dedicated to the presentation of the project, get to know each
other activities and get to know Prague game.
Living together for 10 day can be challenging
for people that do not know each other from
before. That is why setting all together the
rules of the YE is a key of success. Involving
every participant in the decision making of the
rules leads to common agreement on how to
behave towards other during the whole
exchange.
It is quite important to have a session about
risk prevention as well, adapted to the place
we are having the project, on this case the city
of Prague. We all thought about possible risks
that could happen and we all brainstormed
about how we could prevent them.
By setting the rules and analysing the possible risks we create the basic framework of
the rest of the project and we will be able to enjoy the best.
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MAIN ACTIVITIES

The methodology of the YE was based mainly on practical tasks, active engagement
of participants and strong emphasis was put on the idea Youth for youth. The project
had especially direct impact on the participants (the improvement or receipt of new
skills and knowledge) which leads to the long-term benefits in the society. The
participants were non-formally educated in the area of international cooperation,
European opportunities and project management through workshops, open spaces,
ideas laboratories and many more activities.
The main activities were:
Energizers and teambuilding games
Treasure Hunt in Prague
EU QUIZ: What do we know about European Union?
Open Space about Mobility
Project development workshops
Young entrepreneurship example
Europass CV workshop
Cultural awareness: Cultural nights, stereotypes workshop and Humans of TOGI
About Youthpass
TOGI final gala

ENERGIZERS AND TEAMBUILDING GAMES
Before each activity is always nice to warm up and get ready our minds. For those early
morning activities, energizers are a great way to do it. Then, to understand better the
dynamics of the groups and feel integrated, teambuilding are there for us. Here a few
games we used while the TOGI YE:
Bunny-Bunny
In circle, we start clapping on our knees and hands (BOOM-BOOM CLAP-CLAP, BOOMBOOM CLAP-CLAP, BOOM-BOOM CLAP-CLAP …). One participants starts the game by
“passing” the Bunny-Bunny (with the fingers) to another participant. We keep with
rhythm and passing the bunny.
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Superlative game – Line up by….!
The group lines up according the order of the facilitator. Ex: Line up by number of
siblings, shoe size, birthday month, colour of eyes, etc. When done, the facilitator make
sure it is true. Variations: without talking, without talking or mimic.
Mixing up!
Participants close eyes, they mix up and hold hands
with someone they don’t see. When everybody holds
hands randomly, they open their eyes and need to
form a circle, by unmaking the mess. Variation: One
person exit the circle and when the rest are mixed up,
his/her role is to untied them.
Theatre role – Mafia!
There has been a murder. Four participants, different languages speakers, are chosen
to leave the room, where the rest of participants stay. The group will agree on: which
was the profession or the murdered, with which weapon was murdered and where. It
can be as crazy as you want. For example: An Alien, on a Boat on the sea, with a Soup.
Once the group has agreed on the three elements, the first participant comes in. The
group tell him the information. Now, the second participant comes in as well. The idea
of the game is that the first participant has to communicate the information to the
second through mimic and ONLY by talking in their native language (not English). Once
the second has the information (or whatever he understood), the third one comes in.
We repeat till there are no participants left. Then, they share what they understood,
starting from the last one that entered and “listened” the story.
I hate you but I love you
Everybody thinks about two people on the group, one to love and one to hate. When
everybody has chosen their people the objective is to: get as closer as possible to the
beloved person, and avoid the hated one.
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The group… has a soul!
The objective of this beautiful game is to feel the energy of the rest and become one
group. We start in a circle, someone will start counting numbers in loud voice and, one
by one, without any logical order, the rest of participants need to follow the counting.
If 2 people say the number at the same time, we start again from 1.
Once we feel more coordinated, the group
starts walking around the area, randomly, no
order again. When felt by all, the group will
run, then jump, then stop. Again.
Then, when stopped, only one person walks.
When he stops, another one continues. The
same but speaking. We create, little by little,
synergy in the group 

TREASURE HUNT IN PRAGUE

In order to get to know the city of Prague,
there was a Treasure Hunt activity all over
the old town during the second day of the
exchange. Group leaders were in different
spots of the city. By groups of mixed
nationalities, participants were asked to do
different activities related to Prague history
and EU facts.
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EU QUIZ: What do we know about European Union?
By teams of different nationalities we had a great quiz about European Union. For each
correct answer, the group was given a letter. At the end, the letters formed a password
which was the motto of the European Union "United in diversity" which signifies how

Europeans have come together, in the form of the EU, to work for peace and prosperity,
while at the same time being enriched by the continent's many different cultures,
traditions and languages.

OPEN SPACE about MOBILITY

This activity involved different topics of mobility, both in European Union countries and
abroad:
European Voluntary Service
European Citizienship
EURES and Drop’in Platforms
Workcamps and volunteering opportunities
Au pair abroad
Participants were informed about the different possibilities of international
cooperation regarding this areas and raising awareness about their possibilities in
order to raise career opportunities on the job market.
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Participants developed digital competences in some of the spaces, such EURES, and
broad their knowledge about mobility possibilities.
Official brochures from the European Union on the topic were used and distributed
among participants.

EU FUNDING AND PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

A serial of three workshops
were carried out on this topic
during the YE.
The fist workshop supposed
the theoretical framework
of European Funds, the place
of Erasmus+ and the different
possibilities for participants.
An external expert from the
European
Development
Agency was in charge of the
presentation and workshops.

On the second workshop, participants
brainstormed about their own project ideas.
They gathered in group according to ideas. Their
task was to “create” a Youth Exchange out of the
previously provided information.
The third workshop was dedicated to the
presentation of the YE ideas to the rest of
participants.
The leaders acted as the
“commission” by telling to the groups the
strengths and weaknesses of their projects. At
the end, everybody voted based on different
criteria: which project was the most realistic,
most useful for society, most interesting and best
presented. Each group was the winner of a
positive aspect.
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YOUNG ENTERPRENEURSHIP WORKSHOP

As an example of young entrepreneurship we
invited an external expert from the organization
TAMJDEM (non-profit organization) who came
and inspired us about how to set an own
organization and about dreams coming true.

EUROPASS WORKSHOP

There was an informative session
about what is Europass followed
by a workshop on the topic.
Participants brainstormed about
how an eligible CV should contain.
We all came out with useful tips.
We also discovered the tips
already provided by EU. Each
participant filled in their own
Europass CV.
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CULTURAL AWARNESS ACTIVITIES

Cultural Nights
Each nationality participating had a space to present to the rest their country,
through music, food and dances.

Fighting stereotypes workshop
Through play role game we analysed the stereotypes of the represented countries, we
discussed about them and finally went over them.
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Humans of TOGI
Interesting activity carried out at the beautiful Prague Castle inspired by the famous
journalist of Humans of New York. In group participants were asked to catch
international stories about people from different parts of the world and afterwards
present them to the rest of participants.

ABOUT YOUTHPASS

The idea of Youth Pass was explained, together with the key competences. Participants
were asked to think individually about their own skills and learning in order to help
them filling their own Youthpasses.
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DISSEMINATION WORKSHOP

The dissemination workshop was set the day
before departures. It contained information
how to communicate what we learnt back at
home, as well as recollecting photos from all
and recording audio podcasts.

TOGI FINAL GALA

Goodbyes are always hard, especially for TOGIs. During the last night we remembered
all the moment though the photos taken all over the exchange and singing songs.
There final gifts and souvenirs and emotive moments. As last game, each of us had a
white paper on the back. The rest could write positive aspects of us, wishes or whatever
they wanted on our back paper, which would became a souvenir of the TOGI
experience.
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HOW TO Go International!

This section gathers basic useful information, links and material provided during
the different activities and discussions of the project on the following topics:
EU funding and Project development
European Voluntary Service
Europass
Youthpass
Workcamps
European citizenship

Project Management – EU Funding, Erasmus + and Youth Exchanges
External Expert Stepanka Těžká, from European Development Agency, presentations.
In case you need to edit them, please contact her at stepana.tezka@eracr.cz
Erasmus + as part of 2020 Strategy
Erasmus +
Youth Exchanges
For further information you can also download the Erasmus + programme guide.

European Voluntary Service (EVS)
All information can be found at the European Youth Portal. Remember that to become
an EVS you need a national sending organization and a hosting organization, in which
organization you will be EVS. You can use European Voluntary Service Data Base to find
them. The project will be financed by Erasmus +.
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Europass CV
Europass is the commonly used format of CV in the European Union. You can fill in
online your own Europass CV here.

Youthpass
Youthpass is a European recognition tool for non formal and informal learning in youth
work. Youthpass is for projects funded by Erasmus+ Youth in Action and Youth in
Action programmes. With Youthpass the participants of these projects can describe
what they have done and show what they have learnt.
These are the key competences contained on a youthpass:

For further information you can also download the Youthpass guide.
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Workcamps
Presentation about workcamps. If you need to edit it, please contact Nora Lázaro at

noralazaro@hotmail.com

Useful International Voluntary Project links:
Service Civil International - SCI
Alliance Network
We recommend you to make a research on your country and contact the organizations
dedicated to workcamps nearby you.

European Citizenship
EU citizenship, conferred automatically on any EU national, brings with it a number
of important rights.
In the booklet provided Your Europe, Your rights there is important information
about the topic. You can also find it online.
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To Go International! PHOTOS ARCHIVE
Because one image worth more than 1000 words, here a bunch of them!
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TOGI TEAM CONTACT

PROJECT COORDINATORS TEAM
Institut pro regionalni rozvoj (IRR)

Magdalena Hubená magdalena.hubena@eracr.cz
Natalia Piaszczyk natalia_piaszczyk@wp.pl
Nora Lázaro noralayaro@hotmail.com
CZECH TEAM
SOŠ DCR Krnov

Ivana Matousova ivanamatousova@centrum.cz
ITALIAN TEAM
Comunita Nuova ONLUS

Federico Durosini federinghio92@gmail.com
ROMANIAN TEAM
Young European Society (YES)

Simina Tureac simina.tureac@gmail.com
BULGARIAN TEAM
Bulgarian Fatherhood Fondation

Boris Kolev boris.kolev@abv.bg
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